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Abstract: We calculate nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering phase

parameters based on a unitary, relatlviatic, plon-exchange model.

The results are highly dependent on the off-shell amplitudes of

nN scattering. The isobar-dominated model for the P.,

interaction leads to too small plon production rates owing to its

strong suppression of off-ahell pions. We propose to expand the

Idea of the i-isobar model In suoh a manner as to Incorporate a

background (non-pole) interaction. The two-potential model,

which was first applied to the P.^ partial wave by Mlzutani and

Koltun, Is applied also to the P,_ wave. Our phenomenoioglcal

model Tor nN interaction In the P-, partial wave differs from the

conventional model only In Its off-shell extrapolation, and has

two different variants for the wN*i vertex. The three-body

approach of Kloet and Silbar Is extended such that the background

interactions can be Included stralghtfowardly. We make detailed

comparisons of the new model with the conventional one and find

that our model adequately reproduces the X>2 phase parameters as

well as those of peripheral partial waves. We also find that the

longitudinal total cross section difference AoL(pp*NNn) comes

closer to the data compared to Kloet and Silbar. We discuss

about the backward plon propagation In the three-body

calculation, and the Paull-prlnclple violating states for the

background P.. interaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Extensive data concerning the A(1232 MeV) resonance In

nuclei have become available during the last decade. It Is now

desired to study In detail the behavior of A produced in the

aggregate of nucleons. Since A can emit a virtual pion in

nuclei, the accurate description of A propagation in the nuclear

medium requires the off-shell as well as on-shell nN scattering

matrix In the P, channel.

It is an established practice to employ some dynamical model

for HN scattering and extrapolate the on-shell amplitude Into the

off-shell regime. Since the Chew-Low model of the earliest

days, a number of such dynamical models have been proposed.

p
Among others the A-lsobar model is widely accepted as one of the

most legitimate models since it contains the requisite dynamics

of A in a simple way. The essential idea of the model is to

presume the existence of an isobar, an internal excited state of

the nucleon, which couples to TIN continuum to give rise to the

observed unstable A.

With all the attractive features, the A-lsobar model in its

present form might not be applicable to the description of

phenomena in which pion goes too far off-shell: The cut-off

momentum deduced from the fit to the phase shift is considerably

low, with the corresponding effective interaction range being of

about 1.5 fm, and therefore strongly suppresses the higher

momentum components. In our recent paper we have pointed out

the lnadequiteness of the model and proposed its refinement so

that it can be used to describe nucleon-nucleon inelastic
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scattering which involves highly off-shell pions. The essential

ingredient of our modol is the introduction of a nonresonant nN

P,, interaction in addition to the TTN*A»TIN resonant interaction.

The resulting scattering equation Is of a form of two-potential

models. In view of the fact that currently there is no well-

established theory for hadron interactions we do not rely upon

any particular theoretical model for the nonresonant Interaction

but treat it as a purely phenomenological object. The two-body

unitarity Is the only guiding principle in determining it.

The A-isobar model thus constructed should be tested in the

nuclear system in which its off-shell character manifests itself.

We have performed NN-rtNN three-body calculations to investigate

the off-shell effect on NN scattering. A brief summary of our

results has already appeared in the previous paper. The present

paper aims primarily to report our results in the full form as

well as to give the details of our calculations.

As a secondary objective this paper is concerned with the

anomalies found in NN scattering. In 1977 the polarized pp
u

scattering experiment at Argonne revealed a striking energy-

dependence in the longitudinal cross section difference Ao,

between the antiparallel and parallel protons. Hoshizaki's

partial wave analysis showed a resonance-like structure in the

Dg and F, waves. From the theoretical viewpoint it is not

settled yet whether this indicates the existence of exotic

dibaryon resonances or it is comprehensible in terms of the

conventional dynamics of the n, N and A degrees of freedom. The

present paper seeks to see to what extent we can understand these



phenomena within the framework of the NN-uNK three-body approach

supplemented by our Improved 4-isobar model.

The outline of the paper Is as follows. In Sec. II the two-

potential model for itN scattering Is formulated for the P,, and

P.. partial waves. The iN scattering matrices obtained In this

way are used as the input in the three-body calculations in Sec.

III. A summary is given in Sec. IV.

II. PION-NUCLEON SCATTERING

In the first resonance region, pion-nucleon scattering

exhibits the dominance of the P,_ partial wave. Another

important aspect of the P_- wave is that its inelastisity is

practically zero beyond the pion production threshold up to the

total energy E - 1 MOO MeV. This implies that the coupling to the

elastic channel governs the decay of A, whereas other possible

processes A * pN, uA, iruN etc. rarely occur.

In these circumstances a formal resonance theory can be

developed on the basis of the two-potential model. This was

first applied to the P ^ partial wave by Mizutani and Koltun.

As Is well known, among the lowest nN partial waves the P^ has a

peculiar behavior. Its phase shift is slightly repulsive at low

energies, while at T - 150 MeV it changes sign and rises

rapidly. This fact necessitate us to introduce an attractive

interaction in addition to the uN-»N*nN interaction, since the

latter is only responsible for the repulsion.



We will utilize the same Idea for irN scattering In the

P ^ as well as In the P(). Most of the formalism Is well known

and found in the literature, but we describe it briefly for the

purpose of clarifying our model and notations. In subsection A

we will sketch the general aspects of the two-potential model.
I

In subsections B and C explicit parametrizations of the P., and

Pj, waves will be presented.

A. The two-potential model

The irN P-, states can be divided into two open channels,

continuum and the A-lsobar state. Accordingly, we have the

channel coupling interactions, |v.>, <v.| and v-: |v.> ancl <vi I

denote decay and excitation of A, respectively, and vB is the

background interaction not mediated by A. Note that v is
o

missing in the conventional A-isobar model.

The transition amplitude for nN scattering satisfies tho

integral equation

t(fc) - V + VGQ(E)t(E), (2.1)

where GQ(E)
 i s t h e f r e e propagator of the -nN system. The driving

potential V is the sum of two terms,

V - vB * |vl>Xl"
l<v1|. (2.2)

A "1 describes the free propagation of the bare A. We can

rearrange t(E) in the form
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t(E) - tB(E) * t p(E), (2.3)

where the first term is the background irN amplitude

tn(E) - vn • v.Gn(E)tD(E) (2.1)

and the second is the A-pole amplitude

tp(E) - |v1(E)>DA(E)"
1<v1 (E) | . (2.5)

|v (E)> and <v.(E)| are the ITNA vertex in which the pion

wavefunctlon is d'storted by the background Interaction. They

are determined by

IVjU)) - | v1 > • tfi(E)G0(E) Iv^, (2.6)

<V 1(E)| - <v1| • <v1|G0(E)tg(E). (2.7)

The dressed A propagator Dfi(E) is defined by

D . ( E ) - A, - r . ( E ) , ( 2 . 8 )
a l a

where E.(E) i s the A s e l f - e n e r g y

v, |G0(E)tB(E)C-0(E)|v1>. (2.9)
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Since we do not want to be restricted by the details of any

particular theoretical model, we assume vn to be as simple as
b

possible. With the application to the three-body calculations in

mind, we take a separable form

VB ' lv2n2~1<V2l - (2.10)

The driving force V becomes

V • I K > X , ^v. | . (2.11)
1-1,2 l

We can immediately solve the scattering equation (2.1) with the

result

t(E) - I |vi>-tlj(EXv.!|, (2.12)

[T(E) ]]Li - A^ij " OjjtE), (2.13)

OjjtE) - <v1|G0(E)|vJ>. (2.It)

Using the loop integral o22(E) we can write tg(E) as

t (E) - |V^T -!- rpT<v?|. (2.15)
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Upon Inserting Eq. (2.15) into Eq. (2.6) we obtain

o (E)

' I V * X2 C22(

Let us turn to the P.. partial wave. The -nN P.. states

consist of irN continuum and the nucleon state. All the above

formulas apply to the P ^ if we interpret \w ̂ > and <vJ| as the

N*itN and uN*N interactions. tp(E) becomes the nucleon pole terra

tp(E) - |v1(E)>DN(E)"
1<v,(E)| (2.17)

which is written in terms of the nucleon propagator

DN(E)"
1 - (A, - rN(B))"'. (2.18)

The nucleon self-energy

explicitly given by

o 1 2 ( E ) 2

LM(E) - 0 , , ( E ) * T —n r r ry. ( 2 . 1 9 )
N (1 A 2 ~ 0 o 2

In Sec. Ill we will append the indices A and N to make a

distinction between the P,, and P ^ : To be definite we use |Vj >,

| v 1
N>, iA(E) and t N(E). We will also use the nomenclature A and

N' to denote the pairs of the quasiparticles in the P,, and F ^

states, respectively. In Fig. 1 they are represented by

diagrams.
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P33
For the itN propagator in momentum space,

'|GQ(E)|q> - (2n)
363(q - q')G0(qi E), (2.20)

we choose the Blankenbecler-Suger type

2(En * u )
0 (q; E) - -= 9 a, . (2.21)

E " <Eq * V 2 * l6
., „ f 2 2i1/2 r 2 2 11/2

Here fc. • ^q + IUJJ J and t • IQ ^ m J . m.. and m are

the physical nucleon and pion masses, respectively. The free A

propagator is

-1 2mn
*.(E) ' --= 5 , (2.22)
1 E^ - m^ * lc

where mQ is the bare &. mass.

v ^ and |v_> can be expressed as

m (q), (2.23)

where Vj(q) is the form factor, m^ (- m1 - m), m and m' are the

third components of the relative (I • 1), spin (s - 1/2) and

total (j - 3/2) angular momenta, while u^ (- p1 - y), u and u1

are those of the lsoaplns of pion, nucleon and quaslparticle,

respectively. In the left-hand side of Eq. (2.23) we have

- 1 0 -



suppreased a set of quantum numbers m, m 1 , u and u'. The loop

integral a, .(E) is explicitly written as

(2.21)

Following the current practice we parametrize the form

factors

v,(q) "jir V 5 ' F 1 ( q ) " [~2J—~]*' (2-25)

it A : q1"

° c * / _ \ r - f - \ ( u 1 " (226)

with n - 1 (the monopole) or n - 2 (the dipole). The strength of

the background interaction is characterized by f~ X, , and nance

f_ and X_ a r e n°t independent parameters. For convenience we put

A_ - - m for the attractive force and Xp - «• m for the

repulsive force.

The parameters are searched by a least square fit to the

observed phase shift without any prejudice, for the' repulsive v_

the optimal solution turns out to have f • 0 so that nothing is

gained by Introducing the b ckground interaction. On the other

hand, for the attractive v_, the phase shift is not enough to fix
D

all the parameters uniquely. This implies that we cannot extract

the itNA Interaction range from the iN scattering data alone. One

can take the uMA cut-off momentum as one pleases. In fact we can

-11-



find in the literature a great variety cf the nN4 form factors

ranging from the very soft to the very hard. Here we arbitrarily

choose (A) n » 2, A - 1000 MeV/c, (B) n - 1, A - 1200 MeV/c, and

(C) fB - 0. To get the feeling about their interaction ranges,

we estimate <r 2>' / 2 - [-6dF1 (q)/dq
2| mOl

U2 for each of them.

? 1 /?
The first choice gives <r > - 0.7 fin, being almost identical

•
to the proton axial-vector form factor and very close to that of

the cloudy bag model (<r > • 0.6 fm) and also to the proton

magnetic form factor (<r > - 0.8 fm). On the other hand the

second option has <r > « 0.1 fm. One encounters such short-

ranged form factors frequently In one-boson exchange models for

NN Interaction and In peripheral models for plon production.

Finally the third Is the conventional A-isobar model which

ignores the background Interaction. In the last case the least

square fitting yields almost unique solution! A - 300 MeV/c for n

- 1 (<r 2> 1 / 2 - 1.6 fm) and A - 500 MeV/c for n - ? (<r 2>' / 2 - 1.4

fm). We remark here that, If we set A at such small values and

at the same time recover the background interaction, the optimal

solution is with fD - 0. Thus It is not meanlngfull, at least in

the present parametrization, to add the background interaction to

the usual A-lsobar model with a soft form factor.

We present in Table I the parameters we found. The

predicted phase shift is shown In Fig. 2, where all curves fall

Into the same line. We also calculate from Eq. (2.15) the phase

shift 4 B carried by the background amplitude tg and display it in

Fig. 2. Note that there Is little difference in «B whichever

model is used.
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Once the background interaction Is Introduced, the off-shell

behavior of the t matrix la determined by the complicated

interplay between the resonant and background interactions. We

therefore compare the three models in the form of the Noyea-

Kowalski hair off-shell function defined through

f(q, k) - R(q, k)/R(k, k), (2.27)

where k Is the on-ahell momentum. R(q, k) is the reaction matrix

divided by qk,

R(q, k) - I v.{q)p. AE)v (k), (2.28)
1,J J J

In which

- X 1a ± J - Re O J J C E ) . (2.29)

As is seen in Fig. 3. models A and B differ significantly from

model C, especially at high energies. At large q, a

nonnegllglble difference emerges between A and B. This is

because the high-momentum damping of a monopole form factor is

moderate compared to the dipole. Nevertheless the two models are

quite similar in the neighbourhood of the on-shell momentum where

the most Important contributions to itN scattering are expected to

come from.
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C. P,,

The nN P^ wave can be treated analogously as the P_, wave.

The following three modifications are In order.

(a) The momentum representation of |Vj> becomes

- /12n v1(q)q <1Ui[ lu|ly-xim^ ~ml|m' >Ylm (q), (2.30)

As a result, the factor tir/3 in Eq. (2.21) must be replaced by

12it.

(b) The feature of the P|t distinct from the P., is the

large Inelasticity, which is shown in Fig. ^ along with the phase

shift. The modified phase shift 6 and elasticity n are related

to the ordinary <5 and n by

n ei<Ssln6 - 2l"(ne216 - 1). (2.3D

We follow the recipe of Ernst and Johnson to include the effect

of inelasticity: The loop Integral o^AE) is evaluated by using

the modified nN propagator

G0(q; E) - G0(q; E)/n(q). (2.32)

We parametrize n(q) as

n(q) - A + —]- — f f , (2.33)
1 * (q/b)N

- 1 4 -



We prefer the rational function because it enables us to apply

the contour rotation method in solving the three-body equation.

We choose A - 0.7, b - 220 MeV/c and N - 30. A larger N is

required to give the abrupt fall-off of n, but we made a

compromise because we cannot use too large N in rotating the

Integration contour.

(c) We have to Impose the constraints such that the t matrix

has a pole at E - mN and that the bare coupling constant fQ is

renormallzed to f - [1TI«0.08) at that pole. The precise

procedure is as follows. The first constraint requires that

DN(E) has a pole at E - m^, I.e.

m N
2 - m Q

2 - 2m0rN(mN) - 0. (2.3H)

The second constraint implies

Zv,(koi raN) - f/m^, (2.35)

where the dressed vertex is calculated from Eq. (2.16), while the

renormalization constant Z from

mH d£,.(E). , ,,
Z lmQ dE |E-mN' • (2.

In Eq. (2.35) the vertex function ^(q; E) is evaluated at q

kg and E - m.., where kg is the nN relative momentum at the

nucleon pole

-15-



kQ
2 - - m / d - (m^m,,)2). (2.37)

The two parameters m. and f- are not free any more and eliminated

from the scattering matrix.

We are now in the position to look for the optimal

parameters. Unfortunately we could not reproduce the sharp rise

of 5 in the energy region T - 300 - 100 MeV. This failure can

be remedied by redefining \ In an energy-dependent way

(2-38)

so that the effect of the P ^ resonance (the Roper) may be

reflected into our parametrization.

It has been recognized that within the framework of the

rank-2 separable potential model, the P ^ phase shift does not
Q

gives us the unique off-shell amplitude. Since nucleon and A

most probably have the similar spatial extension, we suppose that

the itN*N and irN*A vertices have the common cut-off momentum.

This leads to the three models A, B and C for the P11

corresponding to the f,,.

We tabulate in Table II the P11 parameters. We also give

the renormalization factor Z1 and Z 2 defined by

o 1 2(m N)
7 . 7 7 . 7 ' " (? 39)
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They represent the branching probabilities of a free nucleon

breaking up into the virtual nN system via the pole or the

background interactions. This can be seen by noting that the

renormallzed form factor at the nucleon pole is written as

Zv,(q; m N) - ZjV.^q) + Z 2v 2(q). (2.10)

Notwithstanding the fact that the three options cannot be

discriminated by the quality of the fit to the phase shift, the

half off-shell functions, as depicted in Fig. 5, clearly set A

and B apart from C. It gives us a physical Insight into the half

off-shell function as defined by Eq. (2.27) to observe that it is

reduced to

f(q, kn) - v-tq; mu)/v.{.kn; m M) (2.11)

at E - m...

III. NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING IN THE UNITARY THREE-BODY. MODEL

Now that we have built three models for irN scattering,

it is of crucial importance to investigate their characteristics

by embedding them in the nucleus, since they are different only

in their off-shell behavior. The coupled NN-nNN system is the

simplest in which the three-body type approach is possible with

the minimum ambiguity.

- 1 7 -



There is a history of the study of the three-body system

18
that stretches back to Faddeev. Of particularly direct bearing

on the present work is the development owed to Lovelace. ' By

the use of separable two-body Interactions he was able to

simplify Faddeev's three-body equations enormously, thereby

clearing the way for their applications to practical problems.

Lovelace's idea to describe nucleon as a bound state of pion and

nucleon was further pursued by Afnan and Thomas In the coupled

NN-itNN system. Microscopic description of creation and

annihilation of plon has become possible in this way.

Mow we can find a number of important work in this

20-25
area. Our formalism presented below is essentially based on

the relativistic unitary three-body model of Aaron, Amado and

Young,26 and its application to the NN-uNN system by Kloet and

Silbar. We extend their approach in a straight manner so that

the background Interactions In P,, and P]( waves can be included.

A. Basic equations

The multiple scattering proceeds via the successive

interactions of two particles among the three. We expect that

the essential contributions come from the bound or resonance

states in the two-particle subsystems. In the energy range T L S

1000 MeV for NN scattering, the available energies for the TTN or

NN subsystems are limited by E ^ i 1390 MeV or E N N S 2190 MeV.

In this region we have 1) the nucleon pole in the nN P ^ wave, 2)

the A resonance in the P,_ wave and 3) the deuteron pole (d)

in the NN ^S.- D1 wave. The contribution of the deuteron pole to

-18-



the NN scattering at higher energies is knoun to be of second

Importance. For simplicity, we will not include the ltd state

in our calculations. All other nN and NN interactions are also

omitted. As a consequence, our model space is spanned by the two

states NN' and Nfi. Recall that N' and A, respectively, stand for

the quasiparticles In the irN P^. and P,, states.

The scattering equation is of the form (Fig. 6)

T - B • BGT, (3.1)

where B is the driving force. B and T are the matrices

B - [BaB], T - [ToB], (3.2)

with a, 8 - N, i. The indices N and L are the short-hand

notations for the NN1 and NA, respectively. Thus T , for

example, denotes the amplitude of the transition NN'*NA. G is

the diagonal matrix

!J - [G<\B]. (3.3)

In momentum representation, Eq. (3-1) becomes

<p'|T(W)|p> - <p'|B(W)|p>

I 3 mN
+ d V ' ^ <p" |B(W)|p">G(p"; W)<p"|T(W)|p>,

-19-



(3.1)

where W Is the total energy, and p, p1 and p" are the Initial,

final and intermediate momenta of the spectator nucleons.

Each of the elements B a 8, T a B and G a 6 has to be read as the

2»2 matrix, because our irN scattering model has index to specify

the pole and non-pole (background) terms. We write down the

driving force B explicitly (Fig. 7)

<p'|B1J
aB(W)|p> - C a B<v 1

a|qXpMG l l N N(W)|p><q
1|Vj 8>. (3.5)

with 1, j - 1, 2. Here spin and isospln projections m1, m1', M 1

and u ' are implicit in <v a|q> and m_i n,'> Uo and pp' ^ n

<q'|v1 >. C are the constant factors which arise due to the

antisymmetrization and will be explained in the next subsection.

The uN relative momenta q and q1 are written In terms of p,

p' and W. We follow the prescription of Aaron, Amado and

Young,26

q . - p - ap', q1 - - p' - a'p, (3-6)

where

Ko') , P-P' * Ep,(H • KQ)

M'(H' • Kg') ' a ' MIM •

KQ and M - ( K 2 ) 1 / 2 - (K Q
2 - p 2 ) 1 / 2 are the energy and Invariant

mass of the initial nN composite system, while K-' and M' refer

- 2 0 -



to the same quantities In the final state. The unitarity

condition puts the spectator nucleon on its mass shell

KQ - W - Ep , Ko- - W - Ep, . (3.8)

For the nNN three body propagator we use

<PI|GnNN(W)|p>
 Ep * V * Vp- 1 .

"NN V P ' C W • CEP * V * VP'» * i£] 2 V P -

(3.9)

The last term in Eq. (3.9) was first introduced by Aaron,

Teplitz, Araado and Young to compensate for the lack of the

backward propagating pion in the three-body model. This terra

ensures Eq. (3.9) to have the correct static limit and yet it

does not violate the three-body unitarity. One can claim that

there exists ambiguity in the form of this term. We will discuss

this problem later.

The propagators Ga (a - N, A) in Eq. (3.3) are given in

momentum space by the two-body input.

GN(p"; W) - TN(M«), (3.10)

GA(p"; W) - TA(M»). (3.11)

- 2 1 -



The 2x2- matrices T N ( E ) and T ^ E ) are given in Sec. II. They are

evaluated at E - M" where the TTN invariant mass M" is calculated

as

M" - (W2 - 2WEpl, * m N
2 ) 1 / 2 . (3-12)

When Eq. (3.1)) is solved, we are left with the 2«2 matrix

T N N. The physical NN amplitude tNJJ is related to it through

<P0'|tNN<W)|p0> - I Z 1<p 0>|T 1 J
H N(W)|p 0>Z J 1 (3.13)

where Zy and Z 2 are given in Eq. (2.39). pQ - |pQ| - |P0'| -

(W2/H - m f l
2)' /' 2 is the on-shell momentum.

B. Partial wave decomposition and antisymmetrlzation

We can rewrite Eq. (3-5) as a or.e-dimensional Integral

equation by using the partial Have decomposition technique. The

states NN' and Na are labeled by a set of quantum numbers Y - (L,

S, J, T, P ) : L is the relative angular momentum, S (- 0, 1 for

NN' and - 1 , 2 for N4) is the total spin, J is the total angular

momentum, and T (- 0, 1 for NN' and - 1 for NA) is the total

isospin. T - 2 never appears in NN scattering. P - (-1) is the

parity.

Eq. (3.5) can be decomposed into partial waves

<p'|B(W)[p> - I <p'|Y'Xp'i Y'|B(W)|p; YXY|p>, (3.11)
Y'Y
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in which J, T and P are conserved. In Eq. (3-1") we use the

notations

<Y|p> - I <ly1 tu2|TmT><|m1 jm2|Sms><LmL Sm s|Jm J>Y [ m (p),

(3.15)

j u ' t''|y'> • I <ju2' t'u,'|TmT>
m ' ni ' m m

I
m, ' ni- ' m .m~
L o u 1

<-gm2' J'm, ' IS'mg'XL'niL
1 S'ms'| JiHj>!fLlm ,(p'), (3.16)

L

where j, t or J', t1 are the spin and iaospin of the

quaslpartlcles In the Initial or final states. Note that in Eq.

(3.16) the particle labels are Interchanged (see Fig. 7). After

a similar decomposition of <p'|T(W)|p>, Eq. (3.1) becomes

<p'i Y'|T(W)|p; Y> - <p'i Y'|B(W)|p; Y>

r" mnP"
+ I dp" 54 <p'i Y ' I B (W) I p" ; Y">G(p"; W X p " ; Y"|T(W)|p; Y>.

Y"J0 (2n):JEpn

(3-17)

For completeness we give the explicit formula to calculate

the NN scattering S matrix

SY'Y(W) • iy,y * 2 i r V 7 C W ) , (3. 18)



where f (W) is the usual scattering amplitude

fY'Y(w) ' " !777 i L" L' < p° i v | W w ) i P o ; "•

Next we discuss about the ant lsymmetrization. The

complication arises from the P.. amplitude composed of the pole

part which obeys the Paul! exclusion principle, and the

background part which does not. For' the latter there enter extra

NN1 states which are dismissed from the pole part. Since there

is a large cancellation between the repulsive pole interaction
Q

and the attractive background interaction, the background alone

would entail strong attraction, leading to the possibility that

the Pauli-violatlng states might give a nonnegllgible effect on

the physical NN scattering. As will be examined later, they are

of little practical importance. Hence we can work within the NN1

quantum numbers constrained by the Paull principle.

The factor C a B In Eq. (3.5) comes Trom the

antisymmetrization. Since we assign the linear and angular

momenta relative to the spectator nucleon as is seen from Eqs.

(3.15) and (3.16), odd iteration of B gives the NN amplitude the

phase (-1) * - - 1. We can circumvent this by Inserting

CNN

into B everywhere.
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The minus sign applies also to the inelastic transitions

NN'-»NA and vice versa In which we must take into account another

factor. To see this let us consider the four box diagrams which

describe Intermediate N' or 4 excitation (Fig. 8 ) . The iteration

of the driving force B as !s given by Eq. (3.5) produces diagrams

(a) and (c) but not (b) nor (d). Since we identify the spectator

nucleon with the pole part of N1, diagram (b) is already

contained in diagram (a) as the part in which plon propagates

backward in time. Hence no additional factor was necessary for

C . As to diagrams (c) and (d), they are Independent and

contribute the same amount to the NN amplitude. The latter is

effectively accounted for by

so that the box diagram has a factor 2. More detailed discussion
20

about the antisymmetrization can be found in Blankleider.

C. Numerical evaluation

The TIN relative momentum, the magic vector defined in Eq.

(3.6), causes a difficulty in numerical calculations: If one

solves Eq. (3.17) blindly, the unitarity is violated as will be

seen in what follows.

From Eq. (3.12) one sees that the TTN invariant mass M"

vanishes at p" - p c r where
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W 2 - ra 2

Pcr " 2W

For such M" we cannot define the itN cencer of mass. There the nN

relative momentum q" diverges and becomes a complex number for p"

> Pcr- When one Increases the Integration variable p" in the

integral equation (3.17), M" decreases and at the same time q"

goes up. Since the driving term B contains the form factor

VjCq"), B tends to zero as p" approaches p Q r and q" goes to

infinity. Further increase of p" makes M" and q" complex and

leads to the violation of the unltarity. In practice, for

example, this does not give us the correct plon production

threshold. This unfavorable feature is inherent to the

relatlvistic three-body model.-in which one puts the spectator

particle on its mass shell.

As a matter of practice, the major contribution to the

integral comes from the momentum region in the vicinity of M" -

mN or M" - mfl (- 1232 MeV), and the contribution from the

unphysical region M" < 0 should not change the result

qualitatively. We therefore cut off the region p" > p o r. It

should be noted that, although p" ends up with a finite value, q"

varies from zero to infinity so that the integral sums up. all

possible off-shell contributions of the nN subsystem.

Now we discuss briefly about the techniques used in

numerical calculations. We adopt the standard method of contour

rotation to bypass the well known three-body branch cuts.

Strictly speaking, this method is not applicable to our problem

because the Integral Interval la cut short. Fortunately, since
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the integrand vanishes at the too if the interval, the

integration along the rotated contour can be a good approximation

to the integration alr.ig the real axis, as long as we rotate the

contour through a sui f i cienUy small ?ngle $. In actual

calculations, we use • - - 3 degrees. This Is well Inside the

region restricted by the end point singularities2

0 > 4 > - tan"1(m^/pg), (3.23)

and also it does not conflict with the form of n given by Eq.

(2.33).

In Eq. (3.17) the Integrand is an even function of the

variable p". This symmetry allows us to reduce the number of the

Gaussian interval grids to its half size. We use 32 points out

of the 61 Gaussian grids. For the caloulation of the partial

wave decomposition of the driving term B, we use 16 points, and

for the loop integral Oj.CE) we use t8 points out of 96.

D. Results

We present in Figs. 9-10 our results for the partial wave

phase parameters. The convention of the parametrization is that

of Arndt et al. 3 0 We first discuss the results for the T - 1

partial waves. For the nonperipheral waves S , 3 P . and Pj

neither of models A, B or C reproduces the data satisfactorily.

This discrepancy is apparently due to our neglect of short-range

Interactions. On the contrary, the peripheral waves Cj,, H_ and

Ig are expected to be within the reach of our pion-exchange
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model. It turns out that the predictions of A and B get very

close to data, whereas C underestimates the phase parameters to a

considerable extent. These results Imply that in model C the uN

t matrix is not adequately extrapolated into the off-shell

regime.

The phase shift analysis of the 'D 2 and F, waves have

provoked much controversy, since they show resonance looplngs in

the Argand diagrams. It is still in debate whether these

resonances can be explained In the scheme or the n, N and A

dynamics or they are In need of genuinely exotic dibaryon

states. As for the D- wave, both models A and B reproduce the

phase shift and inelasticity fairly well. This suggest that

there is nothing specially mysterious in this wave. The success

we have achieved for D? suggests that the resonance occurs

through the dynamical Interactions among n, N and 4. Concerning

the phase shift of F, A and B describe the bump due to A

excitation, but they give too much attraction in the background.

Though they slightly underestimate the Inelasticity around T, -

800 MeV, they are closer to the data compared to the Deck model

1 4calculation in which the authors conclude that the disagreement

is the signature of an exotic dibaryon resonance (see Fig. 11).

In our opinion it seems too premature to be conclusive about the

small discrepancy we have found because we ignored short-range

interactions which might be responsible for the repulsion at high

energies.

Next, we examine the results for the T - 0 partial waves.

The inelasticities in these partial waves are remarkably small,
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because 4 excitation, which is the major source of the T - 1

inelastic reactions, does not pertain to them. We also see that

the agreement of theory with data Is generally poor compared to

the T - 1 waves. This Is as presupposed because the absence of

the dominating process In the T - 0 waves renders theoretical

prediction difficult.

Summing up the contributions from all the partial waves, we

can calculate the total cross section, the total reaction cross

sections, and the cross section differences related to polarized

beams. We display our results for the pp and np scatterings In

Figs. 12-13. Our predictions underestimate the total cross

sections to a large degree: The disagreement originates again

from our poor fit to the S and P waves. On the other hand, since

their contributions to the total reaction cross section o(NN*NNir)

are small, we can anticipate that our pion-exchange model works

better there. Furthermore, because the reaction cross section Is

dictated by the one-pion exchange process in which the exchanged

plon goes off its mass shell. It is a direct measure of the oTf-

shell components of the given irN scattering matrix. In Fig. 9 we

see a clean cut difference among three models. A and B reproduce

satisfyingly the data, in contrast to C which predicts too small

pion production rates. This Is in conformity with the preceeding

discussion about the peripheral phase parameters.

From the above results, It is obvious that model C, the

conventional A-isobar model, is undesirable in its off-shell

behaviors. Since the strength of the transition NN-»NA Is

sensitive to the N+nN and TTN-»A form factors, it is possible to
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find out which part of the irN scattering matrix Is the origin of

the Inadequlteness. To this end we made a tentative calculation

In which model A is used for P.,> while model C Is preserved for

P,,. The results for the reaction cross section are found to

come In the middle between A and C as Is seen in Figs. 12-13.

This Indicates that both P^ and P., in model C are Instrumental

in reducing the probability of Inelastic scattering. We can

conclude that model C is not appropriate to the description of

plon production because of Its too strong suppression of off-

shell plons.

The data for the polarization cross sections 6oL (pp),

AoT ° (pp) and AoL(pp*NNit) have characteristic energy

dependences. They are traced back to the resonances in the D.,

and F, partial waves. All three models do not give acceptable

results for Ao, (pp) and AoT
Tot(pp), because a major part of

the cross sections is attributed to the nonperipheral S and P

waves.

The cross section AoL(pp*NNiO has attracted much attention

as a strong evidence for the existence of an exotic dlbaryon

1 H
resonance. Both the Deck model calculation and the three-body

model calculation by Kloet and Silbar have failed to predict

the structure observed in this cross section. In Fig. 11 we

compare the prediction of model A to the above two calculations,

and the recent calculations by van Faassen and Tjon, and

Ueda. We can see that we get closer to the data, though we are

not successful regarding the dip observed around TL - 800 HeV.

Since the dip is mainly brought about by the bump in the ^F,
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reaction cross section, the discrepancy here is directly related

to our underestimate of the F, inelasticity. As we have

mentioned repeatedly, extreme care must be taken not to conclude

hastily that this is signaled from an unknown two-baryon state.

There remains much work to be done including a proper

consideration of short-range interactions which is outside the

scope of this paper.

To conclude this section we supplement the following two

calculations. The first is to Investigate the ambiguity in the

backward going plon term introduced into the three-body

propagator (3.9). There we employed the form which gives us the

correct static limit. However, since there is mass difference

between nucleon and fl, we must make the replacement

1 ' (3.21)

*Vp- 2Vp'(i(raA " V + V P '

for the energy conserved transition. With this modification, we

get 15 $ decrease In the total reaction cross section (Fig. 15).

Though it Is plausible that the on-shell transition is most

Important, we cannot say definitely the modification (3.21) moves

Into the direction of improvement. Neither of the two

alternatives In (3.21) contradicts with the three-body unitarlty.

It suffices to say that the ambiguity regarding the backward plon

propagation is not so large as to affect our conclusion.

The second point we want to elucidate is the Pauli-violatlng

UN' partial waves (see the discussion below Eq. (3-19)). We have

discarded NN1 states that violate the Paull principle, but we
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have to include them for the background part of NN1. Inclusion

of them leads to the increase of the reaction cross section

o(NN-NNn) by 5 % (Fig. 15). The effect of the Pauli forbidden

states on the T - 1 scattering is very small. Some of the T - 0

phase parameters are Influenced appreciably by these states.

However the small improvement does not seem meaningful as the

discrepancy between theory and data is still large.

IV. SUMMARY

Our goal of this paper has not been to present a unified

description of nucleon-nucleon scattering In all its aspects but

to study an unexplored feature of the celebrated unitary three-

body model: What we want to clarify is the extent of its

sensitivity to the nN scattering amplitudes as extrapolated from

the physical region into the off-shell region. For this purpose

we have constructed two variations of nN scattering models in the

P,, and P,j partial waves with the aid of the two-potential

approach. Two models are characterized by their distinct

interaction ranges. The A-isobar model, which assumes that nN

P_, scattering occurs only through an Isobar, is made more

realistic by the introduction of the nonresonant (non-pole)

interaction between pion and nucleon. We confirmed the earlier

observation that the fl-isobar model In its original form

necessarily leads to irN interaction of longer range compared to

the nucleon size.
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The two variants are equivalent In the sense that they

describe the empirical P.,, and P.. phase shifts. They are

differentiated only when the plon goes off-shell. The point

which deserves particular attention Is that, with different form

factors for the TNA and »NN vertices, they behave quite likewise

In the off-shell regime.

He Implemented the approach of Kloet and Sllbar to calculate

nucleon-nucleon scattering. Our expectation Is that each model

of «H scattering, adopted as the Input to the three-body

equation, discloses Its own off-shell character. Prom our

results as regards the peripheral phase parameters and the total

reaction cross section, we have concluded that the assumption of

the A-isobar model is too strong to* be compatible with the data.

It Is essential to avoid long range form factors for TINA and *NN

vertices to reproduce the plon production rates. At the same

tine we have found that, despite a large difference between two

alternative models, either of them is consistent with experiment

and Is not ruled out.

Our finding that the adequate description of the peripheral

NN collision requires the short-ranged form factor is consistent

with other sources: In the peripheral model the pion production

matrix element la approximated by the Born term repaired by a

form factor. For high partial waves where the Born term

dominates, the unitary model should coincide with the peripheral

model. The best-fit cut-off momentum A - 1150 MeV/c as obtained

by Gruben and VerWest is in agreement with that of our model B.
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This might be further supported by the results of the Bethe-

Salpeter equation approach of van Faassen and TJon. Since the

way in which form factors are installed and the additional

dynamics such as rho-meaon exchange is different, we need a

caution In comparison, but their monopole form factor with A -

1150 MeV/c for 4 vertices might be considered as a justification

of model B. In the coupled-channel method of Green, Niskanen and

Salnlo an even larger cut-off momentum A - 1500 HeV/c Is

employed.

One may feel that with such a short range form factor NN

scattering must be much influenced by heavy meson exchange. We

made no attempt to add heavy mesons to our model, not merely

because we cannot control them confidently, but because at short

distances where two nucleons might be merged Into a single

entity, a description In terms of quantum exchange of mesons Is

likely to lose Its validity. In this respect model A aay be

easily reconciled with a picture of extended hadrona. As an

example of this type, we quote the ae3on-exchange aodel of Lee.

His transition potential brought about by pion and rho-aeson is

regulated by the monopole fora factor with A - 650 HeV/c. We Bay

translate this Into the dipole with A - 920 MeV/c, which

resembles aodel A.

We do not give a preference to either of nodel A or B. Our

results indicate that the form factor cannot be pinned down to a

particular one from «N and NN scattering data alone. Our main

achievement in this paper is that peripheral NN scattering can be

described consistently with iN scattering using fora factors In a
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wide range of choice. This gives us a warning that we should not

compare directly form factors used In various approaches. Our

variants A and B bear no strict relationship to any of existing

models. Note that all the models named above do not have a

direct connection with nN scattering In the P partial wave.

Turning to the lower partial waves, we are successful to fit

Dj but there remains obvious discrepancy In the F, phase

parameters at high energies. However not<; that the

characteristics of A excitation Is fully realized. The

discrepancy is only seen in the slowly varying background part

which is clearly attributed to agents other than A and is not In

the realm of the model we have explored. The same Is true for

the cross section difference Ao. (pp+NNn ) . The dip observed

around T, • 800 MeV originates from the ^F, Inelasticity, and Is

not accessible by the present approach.

The nucleon-nucleon dynamics in our model is driven by one-

pion exchange which is generated from the nN interaction deduced

from experiment. Our results about the peripheral partial waves

should not change much in more sophisticated models. In order to

assess the nonperipheral waves, it is crucial to include

interactions which describes the region where two extended

objects, NM or NA, overlap. As mentioned in the beginning of

this paper, our understanding of NN interaction lrum tne

underlying fundamental theory, the quantum chromodynamic?, is In

a preliminary stage. We hope that the pion-exchange model, the

basic content common to all the theoretical methods, be

accommodated to a unified scheme of NN interaction.
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n mQ(MeV) fQ A(HeV/c) fg Ag(MeV/e)

2 1109.53 1.75556 1000 1.81007 196.751

1 1710.53 1.22610 1200 I.86I39 295.218

2 1295.28 2.78379 518.155

Table I. Parameters for the P,, partial waT%. The cut-off

momentum A is fixed for each of models A and B. We

use the nucleon mass of m., - 938.926 MeV and the

pion mass of • • 139.6 MeV.
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n mo(MeV) fQ A(MeV/c)

I 2 1110.011 0.1151317 1000 0.166682 839.189 10.1110 1130.52 0.922171 3.21682

B 1 1227.27 0.207935 1200 0.295258 501.001 2.78276 1171.39 0.925911 2.52620

C 2 982.169 0.713301 518.155 0.215100 833.821 3.79178 1118.85 0.975675 0.701161

Table I I . Parameters for the P pa r t i a l wave. The renormalizatlon factors Z1 and t^ are also

presented. The cut -of f momentum A i s f ixed at the corresponding value of the P
33

wave (see Table I). The bare mass m and the bare coupling constant fQ are

constrained by the renormalizatlon conditions, Eqs. (2.3D and (2.35).



Figure captions

FIG. 1. irN t matrices in the P,-, and P.. partial waves. Either

of quaslparticles labelled by i (i - 1 for the pole and

i - 2 for the non-pole) is represented by a double line

In the POT and by a wiggly line in the P,, .

respectively.

FIG. 2. Fit to the P,, phase shift. All three models fit

equally well the data of the energy dependent analysis

FA85 in the program SAID (Ref. 15). The phase shift

produced by the background interaction is also plotted

for model A (solid curve) and model B (dash curve).

FIG. 3. Off-shell function of the P,, partial wave at fixed on-

shell momenta k.

FIG. 1. Fit to the P^1 phase parameters. All three models

reproduce the modified phase shift i. The modified

elasticity n is fitted by the rational function in Eq.

(2.33). The data are as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. Off-shell function of the P;1 partial wave at fixed on-

shell momenta k. kn is the on-shell momentum at E - m...

FIG. 6. Pictorial representation of the coupled integral

equations for nucleon-quasiparticle scattering.
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FIG. 7. Assignment of momentum, spin and isospln to spectator

nucleons (thin lines) a,nd quasiparticles (heavy lines)

In the one-plon-exchange driving force B. The relative

momenta between pion and nucleon are also indicated,

FIG. 8. Two-pion-exchange box diagrams accompanied by

intermediate quasipartlcle excitation.

FIG. 9. Energy dependence of the phase shift & and the

inelasticity p for the T - 1 partial waves. The mixing

parameters e and <(> are also plotted for the coupled

channel with the total angular momentum J. The solid,

dash, and dash-dot curves give the predictions of models

A, B, and C, respectively. The data are from the energy

independent analysis in the program SAID (Ref. 30).

FIG. 10. Energy dependence of the phase parameters for the T - 0

partial waves. Notation Is as in Fig. 9.

FIG. 11. Elasticity for the ^F, partial wave. The prediction of

model A Is compared to the peripheral model calculation

(Ref. 1 U) . The data are as in Fig. 9.

FIG. 12. Energy dependence of the total cross section o (pp)

and the total reaction cross section o(pp-»NNn). io,

and Ao- are defined as the longitudinal and

transverse cross section differences between

- 4 4 -



antiparallel and parallel pp. They refer either to the

total cross section (pp) or the total reaction cross

section (pp*NNn). The solid, dash, and dash-dot curves

give the predictions of models A, B, and C,

respectively. The short-dash curve is the result of the

calculation where model A is used for p . and model C

for P^i- The experimental points for o (pp),

io, ° (pp), and i,u~ ° (pp) are from the compilation of

SAID (Ref. 30). The data for otpp-'NNn) Is rrom the

analysis of Ref. 27. In floL(pp-*NNn), the solid and open

circles are from Ref. 32 and the solid triangles from

Ref. 33. The solid circles contain the contribution of

Ao,(pp+dn). The open circle and the solid triangles

indicate the data with ioL(pp*dn) subtracted.

FIG. 13- Energy dependence of the cross sections for np

scattering. Notation is as In Fig. 12.

FIG. 11. Energy dependence of the longitudinal cross section

difference for inelastic scattering. Our result is

compared to calculations by other authors (Refs. 11, 22,

31, 35). The experimental points are as in Fig. 12.

FIG. 15. Sensitivity of the total reaction cross section to the

different approximations. The solid curve is predicted

by the approximation scheme hitherto employed in this

paper. The dash curve indicates the choice of the

- 4 5 -



backward propagating pion terra as given by Eq. (3.2t).

The daah-dot curve is the result of including the Paull-

violating states for the P11 background interaction.

All three curves refer to model A. The data are from

the analysis of Ref. 27.
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